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IPMZ EDITOR’S NOTE

GOOD BYE

2014,
2015

HERE WE

COME!
Fanuel Mahachi
Vice President PR, Research & Education

Christmas parties and end of year functions have
already started and most HR Practitioners are busy
preparing for these. We wish you all well and have
fun!!
My first year as a member of the Editorial team for this
informative Magazine has come and gone. Indeed
time flies. It has been a fantastic year for me working
with a team filled with a “Can Do” attitude and a
dynamic Council ably led by a result oriented
President. I have enjoyed myself, made friends, learnt
a lot and grew as an individual.
With the support of the Human Resources Fraternity
we managed to successfully organise CPD Courses,
Examiners' Workshops, Annual Convention, Breakfast
meetings and the first ever HR Officers Symposium. In
total over1000 participated in these workshops.
As I write this Editorial, the team is busy putting final
touches to yet another important and popular end
of the year event on our calendar i.e. The Labour
Relations Briefing scheduled for 19 & 21 November
2014. Don't miss this premier event which takes us
into 2015.

The current year has been a year of firsts: The first HR
Symposium, The first Partners Awards and the list goes
on!! Thank you so much to all our partners and
members for making this year a success. We also had
lots of contributions towards the Manpower
Magazine and we encourage our freelance
contributors to keep the HR conversations alive.
Just an interesting observation, have you noticed
that the job title for the Human Resources
Practitioner changes more frequently in comparison
to other professions such as Engineers and
Accountants etc.;we have had Personnel
Superintendents, Personnel Mgrs., HR Practitioner, HR
Mgr, Talent Mgr, People Support Mgr, Human Capital
Development Mgr etc. The list is endless! Is it because
we are change agents or what??
Enough about Job Titles, 2015 here we come! Our
Premier events will stay on the calendar. We look
forward to yet another exciting year and anticipate
the usual support from all of you our members.
On behalf of the Editorial Team and the PR
Committee we wish you a merry Christmas and a
prosperous new year!!
Thank you, Tatenda's, Siyabonga, Twalumba,!!! MANPOWER
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ROLLING UP
OUR SLEEVES
MARSHALL PEMHIWA

It is a no brainer that we are facing strong headwinds
as a country. The economy is showing no signs of
recovery. Our situation is characterised by low
foreign direct investment, low GDP growth,
constrained market liquidity and increased
company closures. The government is reporting
limited fiscal space with salaries and wages gobbling
over 90%. The measures recently announced by the
Ministry of Finance resulted in high personal and
indirect taxes and punitive import duties. Utilities'
outages remain the order of the day. On the political
front, we are witnessing serious internal power
struggles reminiscent of the 70s. The long and short of
it is that we are at a low point in our country. I would
want to sound optimistic like in my last piece but
reality staring us in the face is that we are at
crossroads. We need to roll up our sleeves. Our
challenges as an HR community require nimblefootedness, agility and resilience. The coaching,
problem solving and facilitation skills are required
more than ever. As others say, we need to wear a
different set of dancing shoes. The music has
changed.

We have been bystanders on some crucial issues. It's
time to participate in the debates and dialogue. This
nation requires not only advocacy but direct
contribution. This in no way means an invasion of
others territory. We owe it to future generations. We
owe it to ourselves. First I need to wade into the
health delivery arena. The health delivery system is in
shambles. The public health infrastructure needs
huge capital injection. Unfortunately there is no fiscal
space to do so. The non-governmental support has
dwindled. The result is that the generality of people
are not getting the help they need. The private
players were doing relatively well until recently when
the Ministry gazetted new tariff structures. Medical
Aid Societies have clearly indicated that the rates
are unsustainable. The private hospitals are pushing
for recognition of the rates as their operations are
threatened. The medical doctors remain divided
over the rates with differential pricing models being
pursued. The Ministry is adamant that the medical
aid societies should pay the rates.
The mudslinging over tariffs is not relenting. Medical
aid societies are subtly attacking the authorities for
not having consulted widely. The public court has
accused the authorities of having vested interests.
The Ministry has in turn made accusations that the
societies are mismanaging funds by creating fat
cats. If it was 1914, I would have said we are nearing
Sarajevo. It's exactly 100 years on and I can foresee a
health delivery war. Could this be a Waterloo for
someone out there? Let me remind players that the
employees that we represent, the employees who
pay medical subscriptions, your patients, your
funders, the biggest contributors of your current
income streams are watching this closely. They have
had enough. They will speak loudly one day. I want to
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urge the players to avoid ego games and rise above
petty personal projects. Zimbabwe is calling for
maturity, for leadership and for decisions that favour
the greatest majority. We need an immediate setting
up of a committee that comes with
recommendations for a way forward. Let's avoid a
disaster which can soil our names forever.
On another matter, my heart bleeds when I think of
the hundreds who have been retrenched. Recently,
CZI reported that manufacturing capacity utilisation
is about 31% and they painted a gloomy picture
about tomorrow. There is no doubt that
manufacturing sector is a crucial component of our
economy. A robust manufacturing sector will spur
economic growth and in turn reduce the
unemployment levels. Sadly, we are seeing the
promulgation of policies which may hamper
acceleration of the growth of this sector. The
marketing and pricing of goods must never be
regulated. The market will regulate itself. The
authorities must be wary of certain industry bodies
that are bent on promoting self-interests at the
expense of the other players and consumers. From
an HR perspective, we have seen Union demanding
better wages and conditions of service. It is a no
brainer that some protectionist policies tax the
consumer. The burden is left to employers to
compete in a tight economy and still be expected to
improve welfare conditions. The industrial relations
climate is at its lowest among most sectors. Business
and in particular HR is confronted with this proverbial
hard rock and a menacing lion. Most roads are
leading to the Ministry for conciliation on various

The main objectives in my
view of the labour law
reforms are to stimulate
economic growth, allow for
greater flexibility and to
clean up areas deemed
ambiguous for ease of
administration.

issues. It's time for my HR counterparts to roll up
sleeves.
The labour law reform agenda remains an
imperative. I must applaud the government through
the Ministry of Labour for the manner in which they
are tackling this matter. While details remain under
wraps, the comments from the Ministry of Labour and
Ministry of Finance at various fora suggest that we
are making the right conversations. The main
objectives in my view of the labour law reforms are to
stimulate economic growth, allow for greater
flexibility and to clean up areas deemed ambiguous
for ease of administration. This process requires
serious benchmarking and consideration of
International Labour Organisation Conventions. The
country has a new Constitution and naturally we
need to align to the supreme law of the land. The
process requires striking a delicate balance
between the needs of Employers and the needs of
Employees. As such, I expect a final document that
serves the best interests of the nation. By exception,
the alignment of the Labour Act to Section 65 on
collective job action is top of mind. How liberal are
we going to be? The next area concerns right to
collective bargaining and this is linked to
Amendment 20 of the Constitution which stipulates
the right to fair, just and equitable conditions of work.
How are we going to operationalise that? Are we
going to see the emergence of Productivity Centre?
Furthermore, the retrenchment guidelines require a
definition of minimum package. That will define a
base for initial discussions with Councils. Last but not
least on my priority list is the issue of labour dispute
resolution mechanisms. My view is that we need to
more robust system. Like most of my colleagues, my
fingers are crossed and for now, I rest my case.
I am already looking ahead to another year. 2015 is
upon us. What's in store for us? What will the Congress
bring for us? Are we likely to see stability and focus
post the historic Congress? Will Parliament debate
Bills that are close to us and ensure they are enacted
into law? Will the economy rebound for the good of
our beloved country? Whatever the outcome, the
HR Community is reminded that we need to roll up
our sleeves and work for this country. We need to start
conversations that influence policy direction and
change. We need to engage and dialogue. We
need our voices heard. There are many platforms for
that. It's the small actions that will bring about
significant change.
Happy Christmas everyone and be safe on the
roads. MANPOWER
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HUMAN
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
IN THE ERA OF
HIV AND AIDS

I can vividly remember this particular Friday in April,
of 2005 as if it is yesterday. My fellow workmate, Eddie
the one who had helped me settle into this new
organisation and new job was told that he had to
resign by month end or he would face severe
disciplinary action for failing to meet his work targets.
His alleged major wrong doing was frequently
applying for sick leave days. This message was
announced to my colleague, announced in that our
supervisor was literally addressing the four officers
who shared this open plan office. By the end of day,
my colleague had tendered his “voluntary
resignation” letter. Sadly, my former workmate
passed away before the lapse of three months after
his voluntary resignation. Such is life. That aside,
receiving the news that one has been diagnosed
with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is likely
to escalate the stress trajectory if not propel one into
panic mode. If we add the extra burden of being
“dismissed” or “voluntarily resigning” like my former
workmate from the only job he had, what is the end
result? Without appropriate psychosocial, financial
and medical support, one may easily become
miserable, and desperate from being jobless
compounded by a real possibility of becoming
homeless as financial resources are channelled to

deal with frequent opportunistic infections (Jefferis
et al., 2008). How can human resource managers
and managers of human resource contribute to a
paradigm shift in the management of employees in
the era of HIV and AIDS? Surely it's no longer human
resource management as usual.
Recognise Individual differences
Individuals pursue different careers because of
inherent differences in personality, intellect, interests
and aptitudes. These differences are magnified for
employees living with HIV and Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) (Vos, 2014). It is
challenging to assist an employee diagnosed with
HIV to remain focused and productive. One can
propose that three key pillars need to be considered;
identifying possible stressors, generalised resistance
resources to manage stress, and unpacking the
employee's and organisation's expectations realising
that living with HIV is not a death sentence (Vos, 2014;
Greenberg & Baron, 1993; Kolb et al., 1991; Price,
1988). Greenberg and Baron, (1993) have noted that
employees have clearly patterned and consistent
behaviours for the different situations they face and
this makes them uniquely different from other
people. These include; having a high degree of self
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control, remaining confident, differentiating private
life from official public life, firmly believing in capacity
to contribute to productivity, and realising that one
determines their mood of feeling good or bad at
work.
Generalised resistance resources (grr)
Antonovsky (1996) postulates that general resistance
resources comprise of those resources at the disposal
of an individual to cope with stressful situations, the
internal and external drive to achieve a balanced
and stable life through achieving a sense of
coherence and moving towards health and
wellness.
What makes up grr?
Antonovsky indicated the following as comprising
some of the general resistance resources;
knowledge and intellectual resources to understand
HIV/AIDS and treatment options available, support
from positive social relations at work and from family,
faith based organisations, ensuring physical and
emotional well being through regular physical and
spiritual exercises, healthy eating, and creating a
concrete strategy to deal with the reality of possible
drug resistance, opportunistic infections, adverse
antiretroviral therapy events, possible stigma and
discrimination.

The employee living with
HIV has work colleagues,
superiors, subordinates,
family, neighbours and
customers. All these
people have certain
expectations towards the
employee, and the
employee has certain
expectations from these
stakeholders.

Role network as source of stress and resistance
The employee living with HIV has work colleagues,
superiors, subordinates, family, neighbours and
customers. All these people have certain
expectations towards the employee, and the
employee has certain expectations from these
stakeholders. The stakeholders by their actions may
be a source of stress or a source of support to the
employee. For instance where the employee's
colleague start to isolate and discriminate against
him on the basis of HIV status the network becomes a
source of stress (Vos, 2014).Alternativelyif the work
colleagues provide moral support and do not
discriminate against the employee, then the network
becomes a source of comfort and strength hence
positive source of grr.

Managing the psychological contract
Wellin (2007, p. 17) defined the psychological
contract as “...the expectations that an individual has
of an organisation and expectations that an
organisation has of the individual...”.The needs of an
employee diagnosed with HIV will continue to
change as the disease progresses over time.
Sherwood and Clidewell (cited in Kolb et al.,1991)
underscore the importance of the employee and
the line manager sitting down to share and
negotiate or renegotiate the psychological contract
over time. This re-negotiation of the psychological
contract enables prevention of acrimonious
employment relations. One can propose that renegotiating a psychological contract will enable
achievement mutual understanding between the
organisation and the employee.
Achieving mutual understanding domain
According to the AIDS Dementia Complex (ADC)
model the employee may be able to continue
uninterrupted work in the asymptomatic stages (0.5
and 1). However, episodic experiences of minor
memory loss and behavioural changes may occur
in-between these stages (Price, 1998). Price further
indicated that in subsequent stages (2 to 4)
significant changes in behaviour may take place.
These are characterised by reduced normal
functioning of the psychomotor and cognitive
domains resulting in reduced coping with highly
demanding work tasks. Voluntary disclosure by an
employee of their HIV status will enable
commencement of planning for future alternative
work arrangements (reasonable accommodation)
and addressing non-work issues such as will writing
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and estate planning. However, non-work issues need
to be addressed considering organisational policy,
cultural diversity and employee preferences (Vos,
2014).
Reasonable accommodation plan
Vos (2014) observes that psychological contract
renegotiation is beneficial to both the employee
and organisation, renegotiation is characterised by
uncertainty as HIV and AIDS related illness and
complications differ for each individual. One can
thus propose that managers need to plan for
systematic placement of the employee on suitable
duties depending on stage of illness (such as less
demanding tasks, flexi-time, and commission only,
part time working or consultancy basis). However,
Vos argues that reasonable accommodation can
create problems with other employees who may
perceive the employee as being unduly favoured.
This creates a situation which may require voluntary
disclosure of the employee's HIV status or tactfulness
in handling the situation. However, a well planned
voluntary disclosure can be incorporated into the
reasonable accommodation plan and this may
assist in reducing stigma, isolation and discrimination
(Vos, 2014).

2nd Issue

Corporate social investment in HIV/AIDS
programmes
Responding to HIV and AIDS in the workplace is
specially covered by sections in the Constitution of
Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act, 2013, the
Labour Act (chapter 28:01) and more so under by
Statutory Instrument 202 of 1998, Zimbabwe Labour
Relations (HIV and AIDS) Regulations, 1998. Investing
in HIV and AIDS programmes targeting human
resource is not a question of personal choice, it is
mandatory. Let me emphasise that exceeding the
minimum statutory provisions on non-discrimination,
reasonable accommodation, the provision of HIV
and AIDS awareness, education and training is ideal.
In conclusion one can argue that investing in
employee health and wellness makes business sense.
Liveson Mbiri is a passionate facilitator of people
development with special interest in Human
Resource Management in the era of HIV and AIDS.
Email: leviassociates2007@gmail.comand
livesoney@gmail.com Cellphone: 0773547274 and
0734931570. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this
article are not a substitute for seeking contextual
guidance on structural, behavioural and medical
interventions relating to managing HIV and AIDS
matters in the workplace. MANPOWER
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MANAGING
RECRUITMENT
RISK IN A
GROWING
GLOBALISED
ECONOMY

Employers face a number of human capital
challenges, particularly in an increasingly global
economy with a very mobile workforce. For the past
decade, Zimbabweans have become highly
migratory due to a number of economic challenges.
However with the dollarization of the economy and
the seemingly improving economic status, quite a
number of Zimbabwean nationals are abandoning
their lives in the diaspora to return to the motherland.
Another aspect of the outward movement of
Zimbabweans has been the education of
Zimbabweans in foreign tertiary institutions, mostly in
South Africa, Australia and the USA.
All of these factors have contributed to the evolution
of recruitment and in particular, recruitment risk. One
can no longer rely solely on a candidate's CV or
references for accurate information. According to
arecent survey on Human Resources Management,
53% of CVs submitted contain some form of
inaccurate information; this could range from wrong
dates of employment or positions held. In addition to
this, 1 in every 10 job applicants falsely claimed they
had a university degree, listed false employers or jobs
that did not even exist.

It is also increasingly difficult to verify some of the
information supplied through CVs as the
educational institutions or companies are located
abroad. This has led to major loopholes in the correct
screening and assessment of candidates for
employment purposes.
Industrial Psychology Consultants, a local firm
consulting in the Human Capital sector recently
released results to a survey conducted on Human
Resources Best Practice in Zimbabwe. One of the
noted challenges in the conducting of the survey
was that HR practitioners are in fact unaware as to
what constitutes best practice. 66% of the
participants said they had high to extremely high
levels of practice in the area of recruitment and
selection. There is a strong correlation between
recruitment and selection practices and
performance management.
Less than 20% of the companies questioned
conducted thorough and carefully documented
background checks comparable to international
standards or even used other recruitment and
selection methods, over and above the formal
interview. The formal interview process alone is not
adequate when it comes to an accurate assessment
of an individual's background and qualifications. I
have heard of employers requesting for candidates
to bring copies of their qualifications to the interview;
as if assessing a physical copy of the qualification
alone is good enough to confirm its validity. It is not.
Pre-employment screening is a process that allows
employers to verify information such as education,
prior job history and performance. The screening
process also allows the employer to evaluate the
candidate's prior behaviour through driving records,
criminal convictions and credit history.
There are a number of important benefits that arise
from the correct use of pre-employment screening.
Employers will witness an improvement in the quality
of applicants; this leads to better employees and
ultimately higher productivity and lower employee
turnover. Simply announcing to all job applicants
that background checks will be conducted will
discourage dishonest candidates from applying and
at the least; candidates will be more likely to
represent themselves honestly. Such an
announcement will in itself weed out the lemons
from the peaches and encourage the honest
qualified applicants to apply.
In more advanced economies, negligent hiring suits
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arise when an employer is responsible for injuries
caused by their employees if the employer failed to
take reasonable care in the recruitment process. For
example, if a school hires a driver to drive the school
bus and requests for the driver to submit a copy of his
license for their records but does not verify the
authenticity of said license; the school is liable should
that driver have an accident and someone is injured
or worse still killed. As a rule of thumb, positions with
greater exposure to customers, co-workers and the
general public have a higher standard for
reasonable care. A teacher would need a more
thorough background check than a messenger; in
as much as a doctor's qualifications need to be
verified more than those of a cleaner. Nevertheless,
in all positions, some care should be taken to ensure
that a check has been conducted on the
employee's background.
In making the final recruitment decision, employers
should look at the whole picture, of which
background checking is a large component. The
whole picture does also include interview
performance, suitability for the job, education, work
experience etc.

2nd Issue

In response to the need for Zimbabwean
organisations to meet international HR best practises,
Expert Decision Systems Zimbabwe (XDS) established
acentralised employment screening service, E
Check. E Check provides a number of specialised
screening tools, including reference checks,
qualification validations, criminal history checks,
credit checks and driver's license confirmations. With
the correct use of pre-employment screening,
employers are able to mitigate the risk of recruiting
the wrong candidates as well as the costs of high
turnover and recruiting fraudulent employees.
The coming in of XDS with the E Check solution is in
line with industry reports on the inadequacy of local
firms meeting international recruitment and
screening standards and we would like to invite your
organisation to get in touch with us for your screening
needs.
Chipo Rusere is a Business Manager at XDS
Zimbabwe, a Credit Reference Bureau and risk
management company. She can be contacted on
04-779 344;chipo@xds.co.zw /
www.xds.co.zw/www.echeck.co.zw MANPOWER
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SETTING ASIDE OF ARBITRAL
AWARDS ON PUBLIC POLICY GROUND
Arbitration can be defined as a dispute
resolution mechanism whereby the disputants
voluntarily opting out of court and finality to
litigation. There are two types of arbitration in
Zimbabwe which are voluntary arbitration
that flows from the arbitration Act Chapter
7:15 and compulsory arbitration that flows
from the labour Act Chapter 28:01.
According to the Labour Act section 98 (10)
an appeal on a question of law shall lie to the
Labour Court from any decision of the
arbitrator.The term question of law was
addressed in Muzuva vs. United Bottlers (PVT)

LTD 1994(1) ZRL 217(S) , Hama v NRZ 1996 (1)
664 ZRL 664 (S) and National Foods LTD vs.
Stewart Mugadza SC 105/95.
An appeal that does not raise any question of
law ought to be dismissed on that ground
alone without even considering its merits on
the decision appealed against simply
because it is not appealable at law- see
Gauntlet Security Services vs. Mbijana SC
82/99 and Zhomwe vs. BHP SC 3/01.
Section 98 of the Labour Act stipulates that an
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Arbitration Award is meant to be final and binding on
the parties to the dispute and further to that an
award is registrable with either the magistrate court
or the high court for enforcement purposes.

The UNICTRAL protects the parties who engage in
arbitration against outrageous or unjust decisions by
balancing the finality of the arbitral awards in the
interest of the general public.

In Zesa vs. Maposa the Supreme Court of Zimbabwe
stated that an award will not be contrary to public
policy merely because the arbitrator's reasoning or
conclusions are wrong in fact or law. The court went
to comment that it is not in the true interest of the
courts to exercise appeal power on arbitral awards.
The courts can only exercise such powers by either to
uphold or set aside or decline to recognize and
enforce an award in regards to the court's correct
considerations.

Public Policy Ground Elsewhere
In Gordian Runoff Ltd vs. Westport Insurance Corp
(2010) NSWCA 57 the Court clearly and forcefully
expresses the policy that judicial intervention in
arbitration and awards should be minimized.

The learned Judge reiterates that for an award to be
contrary to public policy,' it must be based on so
fundamental an error that it constituted a palpable
inequity that was so far reaching and outrageous in
its defiance of logic or accepted moral standards
that a sensible and fair minded person would
consider that the concept of justice in Zimbabwe
would be intolerably hurt by the award.”
The same principle applies as well where the
arbitrator has not applied his mind to the question or
has totally misunderstood the issue and the resultant
injustice reaches a palpable inequity that is far
reaching in its defiance of logic.
The Zesa principle was advanced in the case of
Origen Corporation v Delta Operations where the
High Court invoked Article 34 of UNCITRAL to set
aside the arbitral award citing the public policy
ground. In delivering the judgment Kamocha J. held
that the arbitrator's award “ calls for the interference
of the court'' because he 'ignored a penalty
stipulation and refused to enforce it'' , and went on to
grant Delta something it had not asked for thereby
creating an issue which did not arise from the
pleadings or submissions of the parties.
In the review judgment , Sandura J.A observes that , '
by granting the remedy of specific performance
and alternatively a measure of damages falling
totally outside the ambit of the contract , the
arbitrator completely disregarded the contractual
terms agreed upon by parties , thereby in effect
creating a new contract for them. By doing so he
violated one of the most important tenants of public
policy i.e. the sanctity of contracts.” Such a
misdirection and misconstruing of facts calls for the
intervention by the courts on arbitral awards.

In the case of HMV UK Ltd vs. Prop invest Friar Ltd
Partnership (2011) CA (CivDiv) for one to appeal for
the setting aside of an award, the award must be
severely egregious or a major intellectual aberration.
That is to say the award must be very bad and
offensive to an extent of hurting the public policy.
The concept of public policy has been followed not
only in Zimbabwe but in India as well where
UNICTRAL Article 34 has been invoked to set aside an
award by the Indian Supreme Court, in the much
criticized ONGC vs. Pipes Ltd.
In Sasko Pty Ltd vs Buthelezi & others (1997,12 BLLR
1639 LC) , a South African case law the Labour Court
set aside the arbitrator's decision because the
arbitrator failed to take into account the material
evidence presented before him.
Conclusion
It can be observed that in Zimbabwe the High Court
pays a mere lip service to the stringent test laid in the
ZESA case and is willing to invoke the Article 34
powers to set aside any award that contains
reasoning or conclusions that it disagrees with.
Thus there are numerous reasons for legitimately
overturning the award or ruling of an arbitrator.
Parties therefore need not give up if they truly
believe that, on the facts they were short changed
due to irregular conduct on the arbitrator's behalf.
However, even if the aggrieved party has evidence
of arbitrator misconduct it is difficult to persuade a
court judge that this evidence amounts to solid proof
meriting the overturning of the award. Parties should
not lightly take the decision to apply to Court for a
review on their own without the benefit of
proper legal expertise.
Bigmore Nyakonda is a human resources
practitioner and for views and comments you can email nyakondab@gmail.com MANPOWER
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WHEN
THE GOING
GETS TOUGH,
THINKING
OUTSIDE
THE BOX.

With the global economy going down, many
organisations are finding it difficult to finance
their budgetary requirements as per the
needs of the various departments.

In developing countries like Zimbabwe which
is coming out of an economic crisis, most
organisations do not realise the long-term
value of developing an employee.

As organisations take a relook at their
budgets, it has been observed with concern
that the first item to be revised downwards is
the training and development budget.

They regard such an exercise as an
unnecessary expense, hence any request to
send an employee outside for training is not
considered a priority.
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What innovations should training and development
professionals come up with in order for them to avoid
the risk of being irrelevant?

look at the interested respondents and select the
best resource persons who can be used in the
various areas.

Most organizations do have an abundant resource
of employees who have taken the initiative to
develop themselves professionally who can be
utilized in designing and delivering courses, let alone
the vast on-the-job experience possessed by senior
employees. How then can the Training and
Development professional tap into this ideal source
of training? The training and development
professional can consider the following tips that I
have tried and realised to be successful in ensuring
the training and development function does not end
up irrelevant.

The next stage would be to organize a train-thetrainer course for the selected resource persons who
are meant to equip them with technical skills that
they require in order for them to train others. The
Training and Development Department should them
create a database of these resource persons who
will be called upon to assist with training when need
arises. However, the issue of motivation must not be
ignored. These resource persons need some
recognition for the extra role since their coming in
results in huge savings for the organisation. Such
recognition could come in the form of a “token of
appreciation” to be determined by management in
recognition of the wonderful job which they do.

Consider job-related training programmes — The
training and development professional should
consider forming smart partnerships with line
managers in coming up job-related courses which
could be designed based on the standard
operating procedure manuals. These could be
standard courses that are designed in a unique
manner that is relevant to the organisation's unique
needs and designed to close any training gaps that
would have been identified by the line managers
during the training needs identification process. The
designed courses are evaluated by the training and
development professional in consultation with the
relevant line manager so that they are developed
into a training manual to be used whenever they are
needed.

With such an arrangement in place, even when the
going gets tough for the organisation, training and
development won't be relegated to the periphery,
but will continue to get its due recognition as it should
always be.
Paul Nyausaru is training and development
practitioner. Email: pnyausaru@yahoo.co.uk or
pnyausaru@gmail.com. Views contained in this
article are personal. MANPOWER

The Training and Development Department then
becomes the custodian of the training manuals
which will be updated as and when there are
changes in work processes.
Set up an internal training and development
consultancy — As alluded to earlier on, organisations
are full of training and development resources that
could be utilised by the Training and Development
professionals. Why not tap into these ideal and
readily available resources and start up an internal
training consultancy made up of these employees?
How then can this be implementation? As a Training
and Development professional, identify the areas
that you wish to have the internal training resource
persons design and facilitate training and invite
them to submit their profiles which highlight the areas
they are good at as well as their qualifications and
experience in their areas of interest. Once you have
a pool of interested persons, set up a panel that will
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SHOOTING RANDOMLY WITH A MACHINE
GUN BY THE IPMZ PRESIDENT:
ADDED PERSPECTIVE
FROM AN IPMZ PAST PRESIDENT

In the 1st issue of 2014 of this Magazine, the IPMZ
President pointed at several issues which I felt
needed a buffer because of the nature of their
importance to the human resource practitioner.
Although in his first paragraph he had mentioned
that he was going to “recklessly shoot” he was very
eloquent and humorous in his article a feat this writer
will find insurmountable to match therefore begs in
advance to be forgiven should his writing appear
more candid than the President and for not
addressing all the points the President raised. This
writer will copy from his President and state “No logic
no order in this article”.Whilst this article leans towards
the human resource practitioner(he/she will be
referred to as the practitioner in this article) it is of
importance to other managerial staff as well.
Poverty Datum Line (PDL)
The PDL is meant to provide a guideline at which the
various industries or organisations should strive to
meet in remunerating its staff to enable them a basic
living standard. Depending on both micro and
macro economic and financial position pertaining in
a country the wage level at PDL and rightly
demanded by employees' Unions may constrain or
make it difficult for organisations to meet it. Even
within the same industry or trade the mode of
production employed and the structure of
production costs can vary considerably with those
with low production costs but high production

outputs in some cases being able to pay or barely
pay its employees the PDL wage level whilst the
converse may be true for those with high production
costs and low production outputs. I can picture and
understand your agitation already because at this
stage you are expecting to hear something new and
not my rumbling on and on about PDL which
happens to be your daily bread. Yes I do not blame
you. The point you need to answer is what is the right
message you are sending to the employees, its
representatives and to your employer on this
subject?
The right message starts with the practitioner learning
and understanding short and long term budget and
financial position and the production methods
applied in his/her organisation. This information
becomes useful when negotiating wage
adjustments emanating from the PDL or requested
by employees. He/she can use the budget and
financial position to demonstrate or argue the
impossibility of the organisation to pay a wage equal
to the PDL or any other requested pay increases. The
practitioner can with justification use this information
to convince the Union for an exemption for the period
when his/her organisation is unable to remunerate
his/her staff at PDL levels. Failure to do this is failing to
send the right message leaving employees and their
Unions to speculate otherwise.
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One of the practitioner's roles is taking part in
discussions with top management on his/her
organisation's development. Organisation
development includes introducing new, better and
more efficient production methods and techniques
with astrategic intent of increasing productivity and
reducing operating costs thereby edging the
organisation towards increased profitability which in
turn can or could make it possible for the human
resources department to justify the awarding of
higher wages that are pegged against the PDL level.
In these discussions of a strategic nature if the
practitioner understands the production methods
used he/she can confidently contribute to
management decisions on the improvement of
productivity. For instance the practitioner sends the
right message when he can convince management
on equipping staff with improved skills through
training and development.
Since salary and wage adjustment is the domain of
the practitioner he would be sending the wrong
message by recommending an upward adjustment
of managerial salaries more so if these are obscene
as in the Salary gate referred to by the President in his
article whilst denying low level employees a PDL
living wage. Failing to advise management to avoid
extravagant expenditure on their selfish wants whilst
employees are languishing in poverty just because
the practitioner benefits is also as foolish as putting
poison in one's tea. The practitioner must be
proactive in his/her work always ensuring that his/her

It is hard to retrench workers
for the sole purpose of
downsizing the labour
establishment in anticipation
of reducing employment
costs immediately and in the
long run when the
organisation demonstrates
sustained profits.

dossier on PDL wage adjustments is kept updated
and ready for use whenever the circumstance
dictates so.
RETRENCHMENT
Unless the practitioner has no soul he/she will find it
disheartening to retrench any worker. The Labour
ACT Chapter 28:01 Section 12C and 12D are very
clear on the procedures needed in the
retrenchment process. Organisations must not rush
into retrenching workers before exhausting other
options of retaining labour indicated in Section 12D
such as shortening shifts or days or negotiating a
reduction in wages for a defined period.
Retrenchments are unavoidable in situations where
an organisation is financially constrained with the
possibility of closure lingering.
It is hard to retrench workers for the sole purpose of
downsizing the labour establishment in anticipation
of reducing employment costs immediately and in
the long run when the organisation demonstrates
sustained profits. In both scenarios it is foolish for the
practitioner to wait until the last minute to announce
the retrenchment exercise because had he/she
been on top of his/her job and was part of
management decision making he/she would have
not only anticipated this but would have already
discussed and advised management the best way
to undertake the exercise. Communication with the
workers through their representatives would have
already been made well in advance of the exercise.
A practitioner worth being called a human resource
practitioner investigates through the organisation
structure causes leading to retrenchments and
endeavours to mitigate these by doing or asking
whether:
Ÿ Training workers and thereafter reassigning them
may reduce the number to be retrenched or stop
the retrenchment all together.
Ÿ If the organisation has several divisions investigate
the possibility of transferring workers to fill vacant
posts in these divisions.
Ÿ Can speaking to other practitioners in other
organisations assist in them absorbing some of
your workers?
Ÿ Should natural wastage been a consideration
and for how long can this be accommodated
before impacting negatively on the
organisation's financial position?
Ÿ The practitioner can cause management to self
introspect on its total employment costs with a
view to reducing them in order to sustain the
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organisation or to sacrifice the savings to reduce
the number of employees to be retrenched. This
type of sacrifice demonstrates managers'
sympathy for their workers and a commitment to
the organisation's survival. Evidence of such
sacrifice can be used to support a request to the
Union for an exemption from a wage increase
that is statutory or PDL based.
Ÿ Once you are sure that there is no alternative to
retrenching workers recommend that funds for
this purpose be set aside to pay the retrenched
workers immediately at the conclusion of the
exercise. This funding should be adequate to
cover the retrenchment packages which should
be carefully considered to make it possible for the
retrenched workers not to become destitute
immediately after leaving their jobs. Precedents
for this purpose may be resorted to in order to be
seen to be fair. Instituting a retrenchment exercise
when funding is unavailable is stupidity of the
worst kind. Unless management including the
practitioner have logs in their eyes and ears they
are aware of organisational challenges that will
lead to a retrenchment well before it takes place
therefore to begin searching for funds when
employees are about to leave is indeed failing to
strategically manage an organisation properly in
the writer's view. The bell should ring in the
practitioner's ears as a warning that his/her
organisation is heading into stormy waters when
pension remittances are no longer being
transmitted to the employees' Pension Fund.
Ÿ It is also important for the practitioner to have a
clearly, defined criteria for selecting employees
to be targeted for retrenchment to avoid claims
of unfair labour practice from those who will be
affected by the retrenchment.
The practitioner must avoid being a pleaser to both
management and workers by being two faced.
He/she must do his/her homework well and
approach the exercise maturely but must stand
his/her ground in discussing the retrenchment
exercise of workers. Should you provide properly
investigated and constructed advice which is within
the law and where appropriate takes into account
the humanitarian aspect it is time you must ask
yourself whether you are being appreciated and if
this is not the case you should consider shipping out.
HUMAN RESOURCE ROLES DELEGATED TO OTHER
FUNCTIONS
In the same issue of the Magazine bringing about this

article I referred to the practitioner being an
imperative ingredient in an organisation's
productivity. This I believe has the same connotation
as the President's question on page 4 where in
connection with the Salarygate he asked “Where
were we when these decisions were being taken”. It
should be noted that where a current and a past
President are worried about the level or lack of
involvement of practitioners in management
decision making, it is this writer's view that time has
come when practitioners must begin to question
themselves whether their peers and superior officers
in the organisations they are employed perceive or
actually look at them as unimportant in advising and
solving workplace human resource issues and or
whether they have capacity to contribute to the
enhancement, profitability and sustenance of
organisations.
Practitioners must fully understand their roles by
demonstrating proficiency in their day to day and
long term organisational activities which in turn
should be used to exert themselves when need be in
order to be taken seriously. Practitioners must not be
complacent by being termed the good and cool
guys who will in most cases avoid a reasonable and
mature argument with peers or chief executives
when making a presentation on human resource
issues or any other matter affecting the organisation.
The writer is in no way advocating for practitioners to
be insolent or insubordinate to their superiors. When
confronted with issues that need further investigation
practitioners must not look foolish by providing
incomplete or wrong answers or advice. The
practitioner should instead elect to research on the
subject in question before responding to it. Giving
wrong advice or answers is one sure way of
management losing its faith and interest in the
practitioner. It should be noted though that some
chief executives only recognise and appreciate the
practitioner's role after the organisation has found
itself in hot soup for failing to pay attention or heed
their practitioner's advice. It is unwise and
unprofessional for any practitioner to go along with
any matter that he/she knows goes against human
resources practises.
The human resource practice is a noble and
extremely important pillar of any organisation whose
delegation to other functions is only made by a chief
executive who has decided recklessly or deliberately
to be oblivious of its critical role. In other instances it is
the practitioner who allows this to take place by
permitting other managers to step all over
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him/herjustifying the need to remove the
practitioner's position from the organisation's job
establishment. It is time to wake up and repackage
yourselves as a “cannot be done without brand”and
demonstrate your worthiness.
ETHICS
Practitioners who know and believe that decisions
that have been made are not in line with human
resources practises such as deliberately inviting
applicants for a job when an individual has already
been selected for it or advising job applicants that
their CVs have been placed on file for future use
when the practitioner knows this not to be true or
promising to solve employees' concerns when it is
not possible to do so or providing incomplete
information to both management and workers'
representatives in order to be seen in good light by
both parties or advising employees of a pay date
which will not be met are all unethical deeds which
must not be entertained by any right thinking person.
It is not uncommon for practitioners to be confronted
and stopped by workers from leaving organisations'

premises after promising them air pies or dismissed
from employment for having misled the chief
executive.
The writer is however aware of the difficulty
practitioners encounter in placing an employee of
their choice in a job with the Labour Act Section 5
and 8 staring them in the face. This is probably an
area which may need to be revisited during labour
reforms currently at hand so that employers can
without looking over their shoulders choose and
place whosoever they see fit in a position.
Zimbabwe's practitioners have what it takes to be
ranked amongst the most professional practitioners
in our region and beyond. They should ensure that
their actions at all times are truthfully and honestly
executed. They must consider diplomacy over sugar
coating facts to defuse circumstances that are
tense.
Author: Kingfrey Chizema. Past President IPMZ. Email:
kingfreychizema@gmail.com. O772 258 457 MANPOWER

Physical address - 128 Mutare Road, Msasa
Postal address - P B 236A Harare
E-mail - admin@namaco.org.zw

Tellular - 263 (712) 870 210/1
Land - 263 (4) 446769 / 446320/1
Website - www.namaco.org.zw

NAMACO: Driving industry's human capital development agenda
It takes the human acumen and directed re-tooling
To drive industrial growth to realize industrial dreams
Indeed industries using the above premise are geared for success whilst their counterparts are driven into the ground by harsh macro-economic environments.
Fortunately, business by nature responds positively to growth stimuli. Targeted investment into strategic portfolios enables business to post good returns. To bluechip firms, prioritising skills & re-tooling is an acquired business instinct. Delays in taking this route cause businesses to plummet before their peak.
The National Manpower Advisory Council (NAMACO) is a policy recommending Public Private Sector Partnership established under the Manpower Planning
and Development Act (Chapter 28:02)(19). Its mandate is to provide policy advice to the Minister of Higher and Tertiary Education, Science and Technology
Development on any matter affecting human capital development.
Industry has raised concerns over a growing gap between education and the skills required in employment which in some parts of Africa is as high as 70%. It is
NAMACO's business to narrow this gap because it has a serious adverse impact on competitiveness.
As industry's first port of call in skills development, NAMACO is presently seized with a number of key training issues among which are·
Road shows for main streaming Small and Medium Enterprises into industry's training agenda
·
Formation of professional associations to champion ethical values and professional practice
·
Industrial attachments
·
Designation of new trades for apprenticeship and trade testing
·
Review of curricula to incorporate new technologies
·
Promoting private public sector partnerships (PPPs) in colleges
·
Advising on ZIMDEF levies, rebates and administration
·
Enlisting industrialists for a database of technical experts to be seconded for part time national professional engagements
Accordingly, industry is invited to leverage skills development for its own benefit through its representatives on the NAMACO Sector Committees. Contact Above.
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PEOPLE ISSUES WITH TAURAI MUSAKARUKA

Employment Relations Q & A
I have come across a number of questions from
followers of my articles and I will sample a few and
provide some guides to these commonly asked
questions. Note that the answers are not exhaustive
but just illustrative. Therefore this is the skeleton and
should you require the flesh, the email address below
will lead you to the abattoir.
Q: Do I have to wait for the annual performance
appraisal to tell an employee that his or her
performance is unacceptable?
A: No, you should not wait. In fact, good managers
provide their employees with performance
feedback throughout the appraisal cycle.
Employees need to be notified of unacceptable
performance at any time during the performance
appraisal cycle that an employee's performance is
determined to be unacceptable . Check with your
organisation on your internal policy regarding
whether or not a full performance rating needs to be
prepared before you inform an employee of
unacceptable performance. Remember, regardless
of whatever organisation requirements apply, no
employee likes to feel "sandbagged" at appraisal
time, so confront the poor performance as soon as
you become aware of it.
Q: If I resign without serving the required notice, say
three months, does the employer have the right to
deduct cash in lieu of notice equivalent from my
terminal benefits?
A: The employer has the right to deduct from one's
terminal benefits subject to fulfillment of certain
conditions laid down in the Labour Act, Chapter
28:01 (the Act). In terms of Section 13 (1) (1a) and (2)
of the Act, in the event of death, resignation,
dismissal or incapacitation, the employer is not
entitled to withhold or unreasonably delay payment
of what is due to the employee without the approval
of the responsible Minister. Failure to comply with this
may result in prosecution of the employer. Therefore
in the absence of Ministerial approval such
withholding or deductions may create problems for
the employer as they are illegal.

Q: I have lost a case at arbitration, can I appeal or it's
the end and the decision is final?
A: One can appeal against an arbitral award at the
Labour Court at point of law also known as question
of law. This refers to the question which the law has
authoritatively answered to the exclusion of the right
of the Court to answer. It is a question which must be
answered by applying relevant legal principles, by
an interpretation of the law. Therefore an appeal on
question of law means an appeal in which the
question for argument and determination is what the
true rule of law is on a given matter. In terms of
Section 98 (10) of the Act, an appeal on a question
of law shall lie to the Labour Court from any decision
of an arbitrator appointed in terms of this section. For
more details see Muzuva v United Bottlers Pvt Ltd
1994(1) ZLR 217 as well as Bank of Credit and
Commerce Zim Ltd v Shepherd Chigwada SC116/95.
Q: What does the law (Labour Act) say regarding
breast feeding hour(s)?
A: In terms of Section 18(8) a female employee who
is the mother of a suckling child shall, during each
working day, be granted at her request at least one
hour or two half-hour periods, as she may choose
during normal working hours, for the purpose of
nursing her child, and such employee may combine
the portion or portions of time to which she is so
entitled with any other normal breaks so as to
constitute longer periods that she may find
necessary or convenient for the purpose of nursing
her child. Any person who contravenes this shall be
guilty of an unfair labour practice. A female
employee shall be entitled to the above benefits for
the period during which she actually nurses her child
or six months, whichever is the lesser. This simply mean
that , after return from maternity leave , one is
entitled to enjoy the breastfeeding hour for an open
period to nurse her child or for a maximum of six
months , whichever is lesser. If you breast feed for four
months and then you feel the child no longer needs
breast milk, the breast feeding hour shall therefore
cease. If you feel that you still want to go beyond four
months it's still okay but you should not go beyond six
months. There are some employers who were
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT- SHORT COURSES
1. Discipline Management
2. Train the Trainer Course
3. Management Development
4. Supervisory Development
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6. Customer Service Workshops
7. Understanding the Labour Act
8. Grooming and Deportment
9. Job Description Writing
10. Report Writing and Minute Writing
11. Selling Skills
12. Industrial Relations Workshops for Managers & Supervisors
13. Workers committee and works council training
14. Balanced Scorecard training
15. Finance for non finance people
AND MANY OTHER CLIENT TAILORED SHORT COURSES

LABOUR CONSULTANCY

RECRUITMENT & SELECTION

1. Codes Of Conduct
2. Human Resources Policies & Procedures –
Employee Manuals

1. Attachment Services

TEAM STRATEGY WORKSHOPS

ANALYTICAL SERVICES

1. Business Strategy Formulation
2. Strategic Planning Workshops
3. Team Building Workshops & Team Leadership
Workshops

1. Needs Analysis
2. Skills Analysis
3. Customer Satisfaction Surveys

For more information, please contact: Luckmore Murape
Email: lmurape@ipmz.co.zw; bde@ipmz.co.zw
IPMZ House, 15 Argyle road, Avondale, Harare, Phone: 700712/14/20
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granting three months for breast feeding arguing
that the six months is made up of the then three
months maternity and three months breastfeeding
or nursing hour. Such an interpretation is not only
wrong but sinful. The six months period is purely for
nursing the child. How can we talk of breaks when
one is at home? How can we talk of one asking to be
granted at her request at least one hour or two half
hours when one is on leave? Therefore allow them
time to enjoy their hour, of course not at the expense
of production and also not at the expense of the little
one. You should strike a balance, a win- win situation.
Q: We have an employee who has been with us for
one and half years. We sent him on a training course
when he joined us in Germany, which cost us $11000.
He has now resigned before the organisation
benefited from him. Can we make him pay us back
for the cost of the training?
A: If no written agreement was entered into before
the employee embarked on the training, to the
effect that he would be liable to repay you for the
cost of the training should he leave your
employment within a defined period, then there is
nothing you can do. You can't force such a condition
on him now because it is after the fact. The
conditions attached to the training should have
been made clear to the employee in an agreement,
prior to the training. In that way, the employee would
have been given a fair opportunity to refuse the offer
of training should he have felt that any of the
conditions attached to it were unacceptable to him
for whatever reason.
Q: Can I resign and still sue my former employer if I
feel the working conditions are no longer favourable
or being victimised or ill-treated?
A: Yes one can tender resignation if the employer has
made life so difficult for an employee and still
approach the Courts for redress based on unfair or
constructive dismissal. The Act provides for this,
section 12B (3) (a) where it's stated that, “an
employee is deemed to have been unfairly
dismissed if the employee terminated the contract
of employment with or without notice because the
employer deliberately made continued
employment intolerable for the employee”. In
Volume 16(1b) of Halsbury's Laws of England, (2005,
4th Ed), page 91, the authors use these words: “an
employee who terminates the contract of
employment with or without notice may still claim to
have been dismissed if the circumstances are such
that he is entitled to terminate it without notice by
reason of the employer's conduct.

Q: I have been suspended by my employer without
pay and can I look for work or alternative
employment as I need to feed my family?
A: The question of whether one should seek and
accept employment offer while on suspension was
dealt with by Honorable Chief Justice Chidyausiku in
the matter between TEL-ONE (PRIVATE) LIMITED v
KUYUMANI ZULU Judgment No. SC. 110/04, Civil
Appeal No. 9/03.When one is on suspension you are
still an employee whether that suspension is paid or
not or was lawful or not. If you secure alternative
employment, this technically means that you have
repudiated or terminated your contract with the
current employer. This position was also confirmed in
United Bottlers v. Charles Kaduya, Judgment No.SC
34/06; Civil Appeal No. 163/05. You can also see
Zimbabwe Sun Hotels (Pvt) Ltd v Lawn 1988 (1) ZLR
143 (S), wherein GUBBAY JA (as he then was) stated
at p 151 as follows: “Plainly the obligation of an
employee who is placed under suspension to hold
himself available to perform his duties if called upon
to do so, is one which arises by operation of law. It is
of no consequence therefore that no provision in
that regard is contained in the contract of service;
and it is not necessary for the employer at the time of
suspension to so inform the employee.” Even if
wrongly suspended, accepting alternative
employment will mean termination of the current
contract and your terminal benefits with the former
employer will be calculated up to the day when you
became gainfully employed not judgment day. Also
see Ambali v Bata Shoe Co Ltd 1999 (1) ZLR 417
(S).Therefore one can seek but should not secure
and accept employment while on suspension unless
if you feel you no longer want to go back to the
current employer or bound by the contract you
entered with him before suspension.
Q: We have dismissed an employee through our
internal hearing process after a theft case but he has
since won his case at Criminal Courts and wants his
job back. What do we do? Should we reinstate him?
A: According to labour consultant, George Makings,
criminal proceedings and disciplinary (civil)
proceedings are “two roads that never cross”. An
employee may be found not guilty by the criminal
court but can still be charged and dismissed by the
employer for the same misconduct in terms of
company procedures as per registered Code of
Conduct. The standard of proof required in
disciplinary (civil) cases is called “balance of
probabilities” and that used in criminal cases is
called “beyond reasonable doubt”. Balance of
probabilities means that on the basis of evidence
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submitted, it is more likely than not that the
employee is guilty. To win you need to convince the
hearing authority that your case is 51% likely to be
true. The law operates a binary system in which the
only values are 0 and 1. The fact either happened or
it did not. If the tribunal is left in doubt, the doubt is
resolved by a rule that one party or the other carries
the burden of proof. If the party who bears the
burden of proof fails to discharge it, a value of 0 is
returned and the fact is treated as not having
happened. If he does discharge it, a value of 1 is
returned and the fact is treated as having
happened." In criminal cases we use beyond a
reasonable doubt as a standard of proof. For a
criminal defendant to be convicted of a crime, the
prosecutor must prove her case to the point that the
magistrates/judges have no reasonable doubts in
their minds that the defendant did whatever he is
charged with having done. For more see Zesa v Dera
(79/1998), Zimbabwe Financial Holdings v Mafunga,
Olckers v Monviso Knitwear (Pty) Ltd(1988) 9 ILJ 875
(IC) and Nyalunga v P P Webb Construction (1990) 11
ILJ 819 (IC).

Q: Can an employer revise the terms of the contract
as and when he or she feels like doing, if the
company is facing challenges?
A: No, a contract of employment is an agreement
between two parties and no part has the power to
make changes without consulting or agreeing with
the other party. Changing contractual terms and
conditions can be a complicated process and there
are many issues that an employer must consider
before doing so. Generally, changes to terms and
conditions of employment cannot be made without
prior consultation with the employee on the
proposed changes, and the employee's agreement
obtained. This is because of the very simple reason
that a Contract of Employment constitutes an
agreement between two people, and the one party
to the agreement cannot change the terms of that
agreement without the consent of the other party. To
do so would place the party making the change in
breach of contract.
For feedback e-mail: tmusakaruka@gmail.com or
tauraimusakaruka@yahoo.com MANPOWER
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THE STORY OF
MY LIFE: WITH
AN IPMZ
QUALIFICATION,
THE SKY IS THE
LIMIT
Tuwe Presenting at a Conference in Ottawa, Canada in 2011

Introduction- Family Back Ground
My name is Kudakwashe Tuwe. Those who really
know me from my bonafide childhood will call me
Nomore Tuhwe. I was born and bred in the heart of
Mhondoro-Ngezi in the Mashonaland West province
of my beautiful nation, Zimbabwe. My late charming
and ever-smiling father was a polygamist and
worked initially as a BASP (Rhodesian Policeman)
and later as an Ambulance Driver. My big-hearted,
focused, principled and inspirational mother has
always been a house-wife, all her life. By God's
sufficient grace, we celebrated her 80th birthday in
September this year (2014). In my mother's house we
were all seven boys. My mother had to adopt a
pretty two-month baby-girl from her younger sister
who became the 8th born in our family. My beautiful
mother had two sets of twins. I am the 6th of the
seven boys and also a twin. The Lord blessed me with
a beautiful and supportive wife, Annette (nee
Mutema) who has stood with me all the way. We
have two awesome children; daughter Makanaka
(21) and son Munashe (18).
My Working History: Humble Beginnings
After successfully passing my 'O' Levels and
qualifying for 'A' Levels, I could not proceed with my
education due to financial constraints. I was
fortunate that when Ziscosteel Pvt Ltd (Kwe Kwe) was
recruiting University of Zimbabwe (UZ)
undergraduate Accounting students (2nd& 3rd years),
during the Dec-March long holidays, I was offered
the same package owing to my long history and
commitment to Drake High School Accounts Club

(where I was a student), as its founding President.
Drake was a mine school owned by Ziscosteel (Zisco).
I used to arrange school business trips to Zisco for our
Accounts Club, hence my professional connections
with the Zisco Accounting bosses. I started earning a
good salary a day after my 'O' level examinations. I
was blessed enough that I never experienced what it
is like to look for a job after school, as my school
mates did. For this reason, I feel profoundly humbled
and at the same time grateful to the Lord Almighty
and my 'O' Level Accounts teacher and advisor (Mrs
Nyepai Jambwa; nee Mahlazi), our supportive then
Principal Mr Joseph Manokore and the entire former
Drake High School Accounts Clubs members. The
most influential person who instilled the love of
Accounts in me (at Drake) was my Form One
teacher, Mr Pineal Mhetu.
Before my Zisco Accounts contract expired, I was
offered a job to train as an apprentice (Fitter &
Turner) at Zisco Training Centre. When my 'O' Level
results come out, in early 1986, I resigned from Zisco
Training Centre and joined Zimbank as a Bank Clerk.
This was unthinkable because during those days
Apprenticeship was the 'in-thing'. My two brothers
were already qualified artisans and earning a lot of
money and driving posh cars. My close friends and
life-models were also training in different
apprenticeship trades. I got castigated by both
family members and close friends. But I did not lose
sight of what I knew I wanted to do – a well-paying
office managerial job.
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I left Zimbank after 2.5 years for Zisco's Accounts
department as a Senior Financial Accounts Clerk.
After exactly one year, I was promoted to Budget
/Accounting Officer. Three years later, I was again
promoted to Human Resources Officer- Welfare.
They wanted someone with a strong financial
background as the job involved financial
management skills. After four years, I left Zisco for
Zimglass (Gweru) as a Human Resource Officer (HR
Superintendent). Three years later, I left Zimglass to
join First Mutual Life Assurance (FML) as an Executive
Agent (selling Insurance policies). The reason for
joining Insurance was that I had dreams one day of
becoming a General Manager, hence the need to
have hands-on marketing experience since I had
done Banking, Accounting Finance and HR. The
insurance job was one of the most paying and lifefulfilling jobs in my entire life. I made heaps of money,
mostly owning to my professional connections and
friends in the HR field, nation-wide. They gave me a
lot of business referrals. After another three years, end
of 2002; I left FML for New Zealand (NZ), as a
professional migrant, where I am currently domiciled,
for the past 12 years.
From a Toilet Cleaner to a National Programme
Manager

In NZ, my very first job was that of a Toilet-Cleaner,
luckily just for a few months. I later joined the
Corrections (Prisons) department as a
Corrections/Prison Officer. Most of my Zimbabwean
close friends, were calling me 'mukoma Mahobho'.
When I left Zimbabwe for NZ, I had psychologically
prepared to do such lower 'di-humanizing' jobs, as I
knew one day, I would make it to the top. After two
years of' Mahobhoing', I left the Corrections for
another government department as a Youth Worker.
After a year, I left the 'youth' job to join the New
Zealand AIDS Foundation (NZAF) as National
Programme Manager-African Communities, a
position I still hold for almost 9 years now. In short,
when it comes to HIV/AIDS management issues,
within the African communities in NZ, I am the most
senior employee in the nation.
My Professional Qualifications
Ÿ Zimbabwe Professional Qualifications
After my 'O' Levels, while working for Zimbank, I never
wasted time; I straight away embarked on my
private studies (Institute of Bankers and 'A' level),
which I wrote within a year. In other words, when my
'O' Level school mates were in L6, I sat for my 'A' Level
exams. After my 'A' Level Accounting, while in
Zimbabwe, I successfully completed, among others,
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the following professional courses:
Ÿ Advanced Diploma:
Fellow member of the
Institute of Certified Bookkeepers of South Africa
{FICB(SA)}
Ÿ Diploma (Part 1): Zimbabwe Association of
Accounting Technicians (ZAAT) which is now
called Souther n Africa Association of
Accountants (SAAA)
Ÿ IPMZ Certificate in Management of Training
Ÿ IPMZ Certificate in Labour Relations
Ÿ IPMZ Diploma in Personnel Management- Full
Ÿ Member of IPMZ, thus, MIPMZ
Ÿ IPMZ Higher Diploma (minus Dissertation)
Ÿ Certificate in Insurance/Market: Zimbabwe
Institute of Insurance
Just before I left for NZ, I was about to start my MBA.
Ÿ New Zealand Professional Qualifications

When I arrived in New Zealand, after one year, while
working full-time, I embarked on private studies and
successfully completed the following qualifications:
Ÿ Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Ÿ Master of Philosophy (MPhil)
Ÿ Postgraduate Certificate in Heath Research
Ÿ Postgraduate Certificate in Qualitative Research
Ÿ Postgraduate Certificate in International Refugee
Management
Ÿ I am currently a PhD student and hoping to
complete in 2017
My Involvement with IPMZ
When I completed my IPMZ Diploma, I joined the
vibrant IPMZ Midlands Executive Branch as its
Treasurer and Administrator for IPMZ certificate
courses, under the able leadership of Mr Ronnie
Zinyuke. The other IPMZ Midlands members who
played a pivotal role in my professional
development and life are: Prof TC Gwarinda, Peter
Muchiwawehondo, Emmanual Imbayago
Mutomba, Peter Mutombeni, Major Zvaipa, Henry
Makura, Leah Chidyausiku and the late Judith
Chikowore. In my humble view, I have never had an
influential and best teacher in my entire academic
life as Prof TC Gwarinda. The man knows his stuff, inside-out.
Through my professional connections in Kwe Kwe, we
were able to start IPMZ certificate courses at Golden
Mile Motel (Kwe Kwe). Our first group was one of the
biggest in the country. We got a lot of support from
IPMZ national Office, especially Mai Sophie
Chiumbu, Migness Niwita and Gloria Green.

I was later elevated to the position of Midlands
Chairperson and automatically became a National
Council (NC) member, when the current Minister of
Industry and Commerce Hon Mike Bimha was the
IPMZ National President.
International Presentations
Again because of the grounding I got from IPMZ, I
have been blessed enough to receive invitations as
a guest speaker and at times as key note speaker at
international conferences. Among others, I have
presented at conferences in, inter alia,:Canada
(Ottawa, Vancouver and Toronto), Australia (Sydney
and Melbourne), South Africa, Botswana and
Swaziland. In New Zealand, I have presented at
national conferences as well as guest lecturer at
universities.
The Strength of an IPMZ Qualification
As a personal testimony, I have found that with an
IPMZ qualification, the sky becomes one's only limit
and the world has no choice but to open up. The
qualification equips and grounds an individual. As
evidenced by my career progression and
subsequent promotions, in Zimbabwe, I easily
occupied different jobs in different fields without any
problems. Even in New Zealand, in my current job as
National Programme Manager- African
Communities, I have applied what I learnt from IPMZ
and I have been successful. For the past 9 years, I
have received glorious performance appraisals from
my senior management and I staunchly believe that
part of it; I owe it to what I learnt from IPMZ in
Zimbabwe. For that reason, I would like to sincerely
thank the IPMZ greater-family and the Midlands
Branch, in particular. As Mai Chiumbu can testify, I
always visit the IPMZ offices each time I visit
Zimbabwe. I have a strong sense that it is now time for
me to plough-back to the institute that immensely
grounded and helped me in life.
Lastly, my comment is: “With an IPMZ Qualification,
the Sky is the Limit and the world has no choice, but
to open up”.
I thank you all and looking forward to join IPMZ family
at one of the future annual conventions.
God bless you all.
Kukawashe Tuwe{MBA, MPhil, MIPMZ &FICA (SA)}
P.S: Those who are willing to communicate with Tuwe
are free to do so on: k.tuwe@nzaf.org.nz or
ktuwe2013@yahoo.co.nz. MANPOWER
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We were hoping to build a small profitable
company; and of course, what we've done is build
a large, unprofitable company.
Jeff Bezos (1964-) U.S. Businessman
Catch a man a fish, and you can sell it to him.
Teach a man to fish, and you ruin a wonderful
business opportunity.
Karl Marx
I used to sell furniture for a living. The trouble was, it
was my own.
Les Dawson
There is no pleasure in having nothing to do; the
fun is in having lots to do and not doing it.
Mary Little
Nothing is illegal if a hundred businessmen decide
to do it, and that's true anywhere in the world.
Andrew Young

The first thing a new employee should do on the
job is learn to recognize his boss' voice on the
phone.
Martin Buxbaum

A bank is a place that will lend you money if you
can prove that you don't need it.
Bob Hope

We owe a lot to Thomas Edison - if it wasn't for him,
we'd be watching television by candlelight.
Milton Berle

There's no reason to be the richest man in the
cemetery. You can't do any business from there.
Colonel Sanders

A computer lets you make more mistakes faster
than any invention in human history - with the
possible exceptions of handguns and tequila.
Mitch Ratliffe

Big business never pays a nickel in taxes,
according to Ralph Nader, who represents a big
consumer organization that never pays a nickel in
taxes.
Dave Barry
There's no business like show business, but there are
several businesses like accounting.
David Letterman
The two most beautiful words in the English
language are 'check enclosed'
Dorothy Parker
Success is simply a matter of luck. Ask any failure.
Earl Wilson
Advertising is legalized lying.
H. G. Wells
Don't worry about people stealing your ideas. If
your ideas are any good, you'll have to ram them
down people's throats.
Howard Aiken
If you owe the bank $100 that's your problem. If
you owe the bank $100 million, that's the bank's
problem.
J. Paul Getty
Behind every successful man lurks a truly amazed
ex-mother-in-law.
John Chrusciel

There is an enormous number of managers who
have retired on the job.
Peter Drucker
A budget tells us what we can't afford, but it
doesn't keep us from buying it.
William Feather
In modern business it is not the crook who is to be
feared most, it is the honest man who doesn't
know what he is doing.
William Wordsworth
By working faithfully eight hours a day you may
eventually get to be boss and work twelve hours a
day.
Robert Frost
I've talked to you on a number of occasions about
the economic problems our nation faces, and I am
prepared to tell you it's in a hell of a mess—we're
not connected to the press room yet, are we?
Ronald Reagan
How many people on their deathbed wish they'd
spent more time at the office?
Stephen R. Covey
We don't have a monopoly. We have market
share. There's a difference.
Steve Ballmer MANPOWER
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